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(last updated April 2022) 

STRATEGIC INITIATIVE C. “Incubating” the K-12 Digital Consortium  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION - FROM THE 2019 LiDA STRATEGIC PLAN:  
The LiDA Center has committed to “incubate” the K-12 Digital Consortium (a collaboration among 
over 20 school districts and BOCES in the region committed to technology-rich innovations) by 
providing expertise, resources and leadership to support its start-up phase.  This presents a unique 
opportunity for the LiDA Center to influence K-12 digitally-rich learning experiences (Goal #1), 
increase visibility in the region (Goal #3), and reach out to K-12 educators to become part of the LiDA 
Community (Goal #4). 
 
(NOTE: hereafter, * indicates LiDA staff, and ** indicates LiDA Community members) 
 
“Rebooting” the existing Consortium (early 2018 - April 2019) 
 
In 2016, the Western New York Digital Conversion Consortium had been formed as several K-
12 schools in the region were beginning to leverage the power of digital technologies for 
instruction and recognized the value of learning from each other.  The initial idea for the 
Consortium was proposed by East Irondequoit Central School District’s Superintendent 
Susan Allen and CIO Joe Sutorius.  Their district, along with the Warner School of Education 
and Monroe BOCES #1 and #2, were the Consortium founding members.   
 
The Consortium’s initial activities involved collaborations in a few grant proposals (including 
a $3M Noyce Master Teaching Fellowship [MTF] grant awarded by the National Science 
Foundation [NSF] in 2018) as well as a number of events - most notably the East Irondequoit 
Digital Conversion Annual Symposium.  While these initiatives showed the potential value of 
the consortium, they were still isolated events rather than part of a strategic agenda. 
 
As the LiDA Center was established in 2018, it provided the opportunity to provide more 
support to the Consortium in its initial stages - something we saw as similar to the process 
of “incubating” a new enterprise in typical business incubators.  After reconstituting the 
Consortium Steering Committee (to include *Borasi and *Miller as representatives of the 
LiDA Center, along with representatives of the other founding members), this entity 
reviewed and approved the idea of “incubating” the Consortium within the LiDA Center, and 
began to articulate the current Consortium’s mission and core strategies, as well as 
membership levels and expectations.  A new name for the Consortium - the K-12 Digital 
Consortium - was also chosen to better reflect these revisions, as well as developments in 
the field that raised some concerns with using the term “digital conversion.”  
 
To “reboot” the Consortium, we designed and offered a “Kick-Off Workshop” to be attended 
by representatives of any district interested in (re)joining the Consortium under the current 
reconceptualization. Over 70 participants from 20 different districts attended this workshop, 
resulting in 17 districts renewing or starting their membership. 
 
The LiDA Center (under the leadership of *Borasi, and in collaboration with Mason Digital) 
also worked on a radical redesign of the Consortium website (k12digital.org) - which has 
been in use since then, while continuing to add content as well as a few new sections.   This 
website was intended not only to provide information about the Consortium, but also as a 
vehicle to share information and lessons learned. 
 

http://k12digital.org/about/vision-and-mission/
http://k12digital.org/about/membership/
http://k12digital.org/learning-opportunities/kick-off-workshop/
http://k12digital.org/
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Expanding the Consortium’s reach and impact (May 2019-February 2020) 
  
Building on these foundations, the Consortium continued to grow its membership by 
offering more Kick-Off Workshops, reaching a total of 29 members (including 24 school 
districts in the Western New York region).  In addition to Steering Committee meetings, 
regular bi-monthly Zoom meetings with representatives of each member district were held 
to provide an opportunity to share information about resources and lessons learned.  East 
Irondequoit continued to offer opportunities for school visits from other districts, and *Miller 
also conducted a number of school visits to districts to get to know them better and explore 
the possibility of having them open their schools for visits as well.  
 
The following initiatives also helped create more focused opportunities to learn from each 
other: 

● A Leadership Workshop was offered in May 2019 to over 50 participants from 12 
member districts, focusing on lessons learned about how to get started with major 
district-wide 1:1 initiatives (i.e., initiatives that centered on providing each student with 
24/7 access to an individual computing device). 

● The recordings of the panel presentations given at the Leadership Workshop were 
used as the basis to create a dynamic webpage about “First Steps for Districts 
interested in implementing a 1:1 initiative or digital conversion” - so as to serve as a 
“just-in-time” resource for any district embarking in these major initiatives.  

● As a way to explore new vehicles to promote sharing of information across districts, 
in 2019 *Miller facilitated a Zoom conversation between two innovative math 
teachers from different districts - Spencerport Central School District and Addison 
Central School District - to share some of their successful practices.  While this “pilot” 
has not yet been repeated, it showed a viable way to make teacher-to-teach 
connections within the Consortium.  

● A first LiDA webinar was offered in February 2020 on the topic of “setting up and 
running student help desks,” building on the experience of two district members - 
Webster and Brighton. This webinar was recorded and posted on the Consortium 
website, so as to be accessible to interested educators who were not able to attend 
the live event.  This proved to be a viable and valuable format. 

● Under the leadership of Dan Fullerton, West Irondequoit K-12 Director of 
Technology, we also began to develop a “Community” section of the Consortium 
website that would allow more direct sharing and interactions among educators 
within the Consortium member districts. An early version was piloted in our last Kick-
off Workshop, offered in February 2020 shortly before the COVID-19 pandemic hit. 
 

In the meantime, in July 2018 we launched the NSF-funded MTF program designed to 
prepare 20 K-12 STEM “master teachers” to lead major instructional technology innovations 
was launched (see  program description).  This 5-year project represents a unique K12-
university collaboration between the LiDA Center, Warner’s Center for Professional 
Development and Education Reform, and seven Consortium member districts (East 
Irondequoit (as lead), Auburn, Dansville, Geneva, Marcus Whitman, Newark, and Penn Yan) - 
as captured in a 3-minute video submitted to the 2019 STEM for All Video Showcase.   From 
January 2019 to May 2020, this group of teachers engaged in a sequence of three graduate 
level courses and related experiences designed to help them more effectively  integrate 
technology in their teaching, and thus better meet the demanding learning goals articulated 
in the Common Core Math Standards and New Generation Science Standards - as 

http://k12digital.org/getting-started/first-steps/
http://k12digital.org/learning-opportunities/podcasts-webinars/
https://www.rochester.edu/warner/lida/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/UR-Noyce-MTF-Phase-III-DTL-Short-Description.2018.final_.pdf
https://stemforall2019.videohall.com/presentations/1522
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described in another 3-minute video submitted to the 2020 STEM for All Video Showcase.  
Little did we know how timely this preparation would be!   
 
Dealing with the pandemic and its potential implications (March 2020 to date) 

As the pandemic hit and emergency school closures were imposed across New York State 
in early March 2020, we decided to suspend the Consortium regular activities - such as the 
Consortium bi-monthly meetings, Kick-Off Workshops and new LiDA webinars - and also 
put on hold the planned launch of the Community Space on the Consortium website.  
Instead, *Miller reached out individually to district “liaisons” to better understand their 
situation and offer support as needed.  For example, we made districts aware of any 
professional learning opportunities their teachers could benefit from - such as the virtual “2-
day equivalent” workshops on remote teaching on remote teaching we designed as part of 
an existing grant and offered to a total of about 150 teachers in the region (many belonging 
to Consortium districts), and the new LiDA eModule on practices for remote teaching we 
made publicly accessible on the LiDA Center website.  Miller also had Zoom conversations 
with 26 school leaders from Consortium schools in Fall 2020 to better understand their 
experiences during the pandemic. 

The Fall 2020 Zoom conversations informed the design of other initiatives the LiDA Center 
developed to support K-12 schools in the region more generally. Highlights of findings from 
these conversations were reported in a presentation at the 2020 NYSCATE conference (a 
recording of this presentation is available if interested), so as to reach a wider audience of K-
12 educators.  As a follow up, in collaboration with Andrea Cutt (Warner Director of K-12 
Leadership Preparation),*Miller has conducted interviews with several K-12 principals within 
Consortium schools (as well as other schools), to further our understanding of the long-term  
consequences and implications of the pandemic for K-12 school. Findings from the larger 
study were disseminated to the larger community through 3 presentations at the 2020 and 
2021 NYSCATE conferences (held in Rochester) as well as in an article published in the 
October 2021 special issue of The Learning Professional journal.  Lessons learned from these 
conversations are continuing to inform future initiatives not only for the Consortium, but for 
the LiDA Center as a whole.        

District liaisons have all been invited to participate in the conversations around implications 
of the pandemic taking place in the 1-hour Zoom events organized for the 2020-21 and 
2021-22 LiDA Colloquium Series - which focused on sharing lessons learned from the 
pandemic; several Consortium districts’ representatives were also asked to serve as 
“conversation starters” in some of these events.  Several educators from K-12 Digital 
Consortium district members participants, some in the role of “conversation starters.” 

Our work with MTF Fellows has continued throughout the pandemic, while calling for some 
modifications in our original plan to better respond to the new needs and opportunities 
generated by the pandemic.  This involved designing some new professional learning 
experiences in Summer 2020 to better support remote teaching (which turned out to be the 
reality for most of the 2020-21 school year!) and accelerating their preparation for taking on 
informal leadership roles.  It also led to the decision to involve all fellows in a course on 
Communication and Counseling techniques in Fall 2020, and a course on Equity in Spring 
2021.  Many fellows remarked that all these experiences were very influential for their 
professional growth.  Although our fellows were just starting the leadership development 

https://stemforall2019.videohall.com/presentations/1522
https://www.rochester.edu/warner/lida/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/LiDA.eModule.PD_.illustration.story_.2020.08.24.pdf
https://www.rochester.edu/warner/lida/programs/e-modules/high-leverage-teaching-practices-for-remote-teaching/
https://nyscate-org.zoom.us/rec/play/e4o3RMEoPgmVkWykA3eGPN_eadyxsMUvVcuLGG1RFJKK3NJllKGOtxlQ1ncM0302SD1les6ockNV6dcG.wbQx2y0agW_A7DvR?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=Ma_eWA04RfyqiHbrrT1Dyg.1614476172681.ac5aa9ca4c48db3981b21eef4dd85341&_x_zm_rhtaid=978
https://learningforward.org/journal/leadership-under-pressure/how-to-prepare-leaders-for-a-crisis/
https://www.rochester.edu/warner/lida/programs/lida-colloquium-series/
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component of this 5-year program in Summer 2020, many were immediately called to take 
on some leadership roles given their newly developed expertise with technology and 
remote teaching.  Some of these early leadership experiences have been captured in a third 
3-minute video submitted for the 2021 STEM for All Video Showcase - “STEM Master 
Teachers Emerging as Leaders during the Pandemic” . 

Starting in Summer 2021, in collaboration with the Center for Professional Development and 
Education Reform, we have an opportunity to offer intensive professional development to 
prepare for the implementation of the new NYS Computer Science and Digital Fluency 
standards for K-12 schools, as part of a “Smart Start” state grants awarded to the Wayne-
Finger-Lakes BOCES (a Consortium member).  In addition to directly serving several 
teachers within the Consortium, we hope that the professional development designed for 
this grant will serve as a base to help other Consortium districts as well prepare for the 
expected implementation of these standards staring in 2024.  

We are also planning to leverage our current collaboration with the Greater Southern Tier 
BOCES in three additional New York State grants supporting professional developed to 
enhance digitally-rich teaching to reach out to the new districts involved in these grants and 
invite them to consider joining the Consortium. 

https://rochester.box.com/s/v5oep6vb02sqgob5lr6rpn8bcafr1o8s
https://rochester.box.com/s/v5oep6vb02sqgob5lr6rpn8bcafr1o8s

